Inside Landscape – Outside Landscape
5th meeting at Instituto Enrique Diez-Canedo, Puebla de la Calzada, Spain
and at Agrupamento de Escolas de Campo de Besteiros, Portugal
Sunday 3rd of March until Saturday 09th of March 2013
MINUTES
Sunday, March 3
- arrival of the participating teams to Lisbon airport
- transfer by bus to Puebla de la Calzada
- welcome by a carnival parade, which performed music and dancing related to Alice in
Wonderland on the one hand, and military rhythms on the other
- Meeting at school, the headmaster pronounced a speech, the students were introduced to their host
families and we enjoyed a typical Spanish dinner.
- The students went to their host families’ and the teachers stayed at “La Isla Hotel” in Montijo.
Monday, March 4
- In the morning, the students took part in the lessons of their host students meanwhile the teachers
visited the school. Breakfast was served at the canteen.
- Teachers and students attended an official reception at the city hall with two Tango dancers’
supreme performance.
- Visit to the town: An old palace built by a rich landowner which hosts a nursery school today.
The art container: at this museum recycled material has been turned into art.
The church with an outstanding 17th century tableau which was severely damaged when Napoleon
troops looted the town in the early 18th century.
- Back in the school, the students and teachers gathered to have paella for lunch.
- In the afternoon, the teams painted on the school wall with stencils and planted trees in the school
garden. A Spanish television team filmed this event and included an interview with Belinda
Stiegelmeier, Rosa Ramos and José Alfonso Sáez. The interview can be seen at this link:
http://www.rtve.es/alacarta/videos/noticias-de-extremadura/noticias-extremadura-08-0313/1712788/
Tuesday, March 5
- We visited the Roman theatre and circus in Mérida and the medieval city of Cáceres.
- We had dinner at “Centinela” restaurant near Montijo.
Wednesday, March 6
- All teams presented their picture dictionary projects, and recycled material items
Finland: hats and jewelry, new clothes made of bits of old clothes;
Germany: a self-propelled car made of cardboard with old CDs as wheels, moved by a mousetrap;
Portugal: picture frames, coloured bottles and purses;
Slovenia: flower-shaped toy moved by solar cells;
Spain: skateboard from old beer cans, purses made of cartons of milk, houses, buildings and scale
model villages made of paper and cardboard;
France: bracelet made from a can of coke, purses made from plastic bands from the photocopy
room, card-board mills, butterfly-like objects from metal bits.

- All teams read the first paragraph of “Don Quijote” in their languages.
- We collected our certificates, took photos and headed for Portugal in the afternoon.
- Short visit of the Atlantic Ocean on the way to Campo de Besteiros
- Arrival and reception of the visitors at school in Campo de Besteiros
- Welcome speech by the Headmaster and a representative of the Mayor
- The students were introduced to their host families.
- Light dinner at school
- Students went to their hosts' houses and the teachers were accomodated at the Hotel in Viseu.
Thursday, March 7
- Visit to a local tourist attraction – Caramulo, due to the weather only from inside the bus.
- visit to the museum of Caramulo
- lunch at the school at Caramulo
- In the afternoon the teachers visited the School in Campo de Besteiros.
- The students attended classes of the host teachers.
- The teachers went to classes and talked about their countries.
- Students returned to their hosts’ houses and the teachers returned to the hotel in Viseu.
- Teacher's dinner at a restaurant in Viseu
Friday, March 9
- teachers and students: presentation of the work on Multiculturalism and Legends
- lunch at school
- garden on Wheels Parade
- plantation of trees
- students: painting of the Comenius Wall (stencils)
teachers: working in group on the various topics of the Comenius Project
1st topic:
Picture dictionary (moderation Belinda)
Three chapters are compulsory for all participants:
- useful plants
- climatic description
- regional plants
agreement: the results of the seven project partners will be brought to the meeting in France in
seven copies each. Additionally, they will be provided in digital form.
The chapter "how to grow a plant" is optional.
2nd topic:
Preparations for the next meeting in France (moderation Karine)
The arrival is possible via different airports. The details about a possible joint bustransfer will be

coordinated after the meeting by email.
The names of the participants will be posted to the organizors until March 11.
The project partners will complete their respective parts of the final report and bring it to the
meeting in France.
Regarding the homeworks see separate document.
3rd topic:
Questionnaire (Piia)
The questionnaires of all partners will by sent to Piia by Rosa from Portugal.
The results from Poland, Portugal, Spain will by sent to Piia directly by the respective authors.
The overall result of this subproject will be a general overview of the questionnaires of all
countries as well as country specific results.
4th topic:
Feedback by the participants, some thoughts:
Leon: good experience
Rosa (E): the time was too short, several ideas could not be carried put.
Maija: positive experience for the students,
Rosa (P): the meeting was too short, the combination of two meetings therefore problematic
Stephane: "The rain in the students' faces changed to sunshine in the course of the days."
- Closing event of the meeting.
- Common dinner at school
Saturday 10th March
- Departure of the teams – bus travel to Lisbon

